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DJ TWILO 
Electronic Press Kit
Elevate Your Event with Celebrity DJ TWILO - Owner of Play
Hospitality
DJ TWILO is a renowned figure in the world of music and luxury
events. With over 19 years of experience, DJ TWILO has cultivated a
rich portfolio of clients, created unforgettable music atmospheres,
and performed at the most luxurious venues.
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Let's party
Musical Expertise
dance. remix. house. Pop.

lounge. hip hop. techno.
DJ TWILO's musical prowess is undeniable. From setting the mood at
luxury fashion events to creating unforgettable experiences at high-profile
parties, DJ TWILO knows how to craft the perfect soundtrack for any
occasion.

Our flagship show, "Clublife," is hosted by the renowned DJ TWILO, a fixture in the
NYC nightlife for over 19 years. DJ TWILO has graced the turntables at legendary
venues such as Cipriani, Rainbow Room at The Plaza Hotel, The Pierre Hotel, Jue Lan,
and many more, earning a reputation as a true maestro of the decks. Their deep-
rooted connection to the city's nightlife culture ensures that Sunshowers Radio
remains an authentic and influential voice in the industry.

To stay updated on our latest shows, interviews, and events, please visit our website
at djtwilo.com/sunshowers and connect with us on Instagram @sunshowersradio. 
Join us in celebrating the rhythm of NYC's nightlife and immerse yourself in the
Sunshowers Radio experience.

https://djtwilo.com/sunshowers
https://www.instagram.com/sunshowersradio


Luxury Venues
NEW YORK CITY. HAMPTONS. MIAMI. LA

DJ TWILO has had the privilege of performing at some of the world's most opulent venues, including:
Harlow NYC (Park Avenue & The Hamptons): As the DJ resident, DJ TWILO became an integral part of the nightlife scene at this upscale

establishment.
Cipriani Multi-Million Dollar Parties: DJ TWILO has spun tracks at extravagant parties hosted by the renowned Cipriani Group, known for their

lavish events.
The Pierre Hotel and The Plaza Hotel: DJ TWILO's performance at these iconic venues, as featured in Vogue Magazine, showcased the ability to

transform any space into a musical wonderland.
DJ TWILO's exceptional talent and experience make them the go-to choice for anyone seeking to elevate their event and create a truly magical

atmosphere.
Contact us today to book DJ TWILO and make your event an unforgettable experience.



Client Portfolio
DJ TWILO's extensive client list includes A-list celebrities like
Cyndi Lauper, Jennifer Lopez, and Steven Klein, among many
others.

Celebrities

DJ TWILO has spun the perfect beats for iconic fashion brands,
including luxury stores like YSL in Soho and holiday parties for
Elie Tahari and Gucci.

Fashion Houses

DJ TWILO has graced the most exclusive real estate events,
making them truly memorable for clients such as Corcoran
Group.

Luxury Real Estate

Jet Setters
From South Beach Miami for Billboard Latin to Marc Leder's
Hamptons extravaganzas, DJ TWILO has become the go-to DJ
for jet-setter parties.

Bravo TV's Real Housewives:
DJ TWILO has been the DJ of choice for premiere parties of the
Real Housewives of New York.

Vogue Magazine Feature
DJ TWILO's performance at The Pierre Hotel and The Plaza
Hotel for a fundraising event was featured in Vogue Magazine,
raising an impressive $1.5 million.

HBO Max's "Sex and the City, And
Just Like That

DJ TWILO was featured as the DJ for Episode 8, making a
significant impact on the show's music experience.

Talent Resources Clients

DJ TWILO has worked with Talent Resources, an influencer
firm, for experiential events, including Il Makiage in Soho,
Rhony TV, and 5-star Michelin restaurant opening parties.

Rainbow Room Fundraising

DJ TWILO contributed to raising funds for Lincoln Center at the
prestigious Rainbow Room.



Our Contact
NYC. Hamptons. LA. Vegas. Miami

347-362-6336

DJTWILO.COM

2 ) Turntables | Mixer
Pioneer DJM 850 | Designer
DJ Desk | QSC Speakers |
Mac Laptop

info@djtwilo.com | 
djtwilonyc@gmail.com


